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The Zambia Development Agency Act, 2006
(Act No. 11 of 2006)

The Zambia Development Agency (Kalumbila Multi Facility Economic Zone) (Declaration) Order, 2022

In exercise of the powers contained in section 18 of the Zambia Development Agency Act, 2006, the following Order is made:

1. This Order may be cited as the Zambia Development Agency (Kalumbila Multi Facility Economic Zone) (Declaration) Order, 2022.

2. In this Order, unless the context otherwise requires—

   “educational institution” has the meaning assigned to the words in the Education Act, 2011;
   “higher education institution” has the meaning assigned to the words in the Higher Education Act, 2013;
   “licence holder” means the licence holder specified in the Second Schedule to this Order;
   “mining” has the meaning assigned to the word in the Mines and Minerals Development Act, 2015;
   “multi facility economic zone” means the Kalumbila Multi Facility Economic Zone in Kalumbila District; and
   “tourism” has the meaning assigned to the word in the Tourism and Hospitality Act, 2015.

3. The area, comprising the piece of land described in the First Schedule to this Order, is declared as a multi facility economic zone.

4. (1) A licence holder shall provide, within the multi facility economic zone, infrastructure and facilities which are suitable for the operation of the industries specified in subparagraph (2) and which shall include—
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(a) buildings;
(b) electricity;
(c) telecommunication facilities;
(d) water and waste disposal facilities; and
(e) roads.

(2) Infrastructure and facilities referred to in subparagraph (1) shall be suitable for the operation of
(a) mining services;
(b) manufacturing and processing activities;
(c) agro processing;
(d) tourism;
(e) commercial activities;
(f) logistics;
(g) educational institutions, higher education institutions and colleges registered under the Technical Education, Vocational and Entrepreneurship Training Act, 1998; and
(h) real estate and property development.

5. Goods produced or services provided in the multi facility economic zone may be sold, exported or otherwise disposed of in the ordinary course of business.

6. A licence holder shall not carry out any activity within the multi facility economic zone that is not authorised by a licence or permit granted for the purposes of operations under paragraph 4(2).

7. Goods produced or services provided in the multi facility economic zone may be removed in the ordinary course of business.
FIRST SCHEDULE
(Paragraph 3)

The piece of land comprising the multi facility economic zone is the following:
All that piece of land in extent 5,040 hectares more or less starting at beacon KMF1 on the T5 road (Solwezi Mwinilunga Road), the boundary runs in a westerly direction for the distance of 4335 metres to beacon KMF62; thence for another distance of 4031 metres to beacon KMF61: thence in a south westerly direction running along beacons KMF60, KMF59, KMF58, KMF57, KMF56, KMF55, KMF54, KMF53, KMF52, KMF51, KMF50, KMF49, KMF48, KMF47, KMF46, KMF45, KMF44; thence in a southerly direction running along beacon KMF43, KMF42, KMF41 to KMF38; thence in an easterly direction for the distance of 3696 metres to beacon KMF36; thence in a southerly direction for the distance of 421 metres to beacon KMF35; thence in a southerly direction for the distance of 1051 metres to beacon KMF34; thence in a westerly to beacon KMF33; thence in a southerly direction to beacon KMF32; thence in a south westerly direction running through beacons KMF31, KMF30, KMF29, KMF28, KMF27, KMF26 to beacon KMF25: thence in a north westerly direction for a distance of 3169 metres to beacon KMF24; thence in a north westerly direction running through beacons KMF23, KMF22, KMF21, KMF20, KMF19, KMF18, KMF17, KMF16 to KMF15; thence in a northerly direction for a distance of 1591 metres to beacon KMF14; thence in a north easterly direction for a distance of 9762 metres to beacon KMF12; thence in an easterly direction for a distance of 664 metres to beacon KMF11; thence in a south easterly direction for a distance of 1454 metres to beacon KMF10; thence in a north easterly direction through beacon KMF9 to beacon KMF8; thence in a northerly direction for a distance of 1273 metres to beacon KMF7; thence in an easterly direction for a distance of 10237 metres to beacon KMF6 on the T5 road; thence along the T5 road passing through beacon KMF5, KMF4, KMF3, KMF2 to beacon KMF1 the starting point, except and reserved all mineral, oils and precious stones whatsoever upon or under the said piece of land.

SECOND SCHEDULE
(Paragraph 2)

Lincence Holder
Kalumbila Town Development Corporation Limited

C. Mulenga,
Minister of Commerce,
Trade and Industry
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